Lesson
SUMMARY:

B

Students will add the new frosting (suffix) lfy to their
repertoire. They will use the Stevenson Special

Vocabulary Building Steps to learn new words.

MATERIALS:

Stevenson Spelling Strips (Appendix E)
Pencils, lined paper and/or notebooks

PRACTICE:

Part One: Introducing

Reading/Activity Book, pages 45-48

ift

Frosting

Distribute lined paper or notebooks to your class. Ask your pupils
to name the frostings (suffixes) they already know. (Print ed, er,
es, and ins on the board as students respond.)

Tell students that they will learn about a new frosting (suffix).
Print lfy on the board. Explain that the letter y in this frosting
(suffix) has the /i/ sound, so the new frosting is read as "if eye".
Have your students read aloud this structure.

Print fort on the board. Ask pupils to work at their desks as you
demonstrate on the board. Follow the dialogue below.

Teacher:

Copy this word on your papers. Now I would like
you to add /ifyl frosting to it. (Add ify to the word
fort on the board while students do the same on
their papers. Point to the word.) Look at the whole
word. Do you see a frosting?

Students:

Yes,

Teacher:

Circle !fy. (Teacher and students circle.) Do you
see a doily?

fort
Do not spell ily,

pronounce thefrosting
as if reading it.

forlifv/

/ifyl is the frosting.
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tor@

Students:

No.

Teacher:

What is the pattern?

Students:

The pattern is or.

Teacher:

(Teacher and students underline.)
Now write the items beside the word. Say each
item.

Students:

Underline

farr@

or.

Beside the word:

or/@

lorl lifyl

Teacher:

Now read the word.

Students:

Fortify.

Teacher:

Great. By adding the frosting lifyl to the word fort
we made the word forti8.

Print test, iust and class on the board. Have students copy each
word on their papers and add lifyl frosting. Guide your class
through the Seven Special Reading Steps as they analyze the words
testif.y, justify and classify.
Print cert, magn and terr on the board. Tell pupils that you know
that cert, magn and terr are not real words, but you will make real
words by adding /ify/ frosting. Guide your students through the
dialogue as they analyze the words certifu, maenify and terrify.

Part Two: Spelling !ft Words
Spelling the word terrify enables students to review the function of
the guard letter which they learned about in the Basic Level and
reviewed in this manual. Be sure students understand this concept
thoroughly before they move ahead.

For more information
about the guard letter,
refer to either Lesson
2 or Appendix F.

Distribute the Stevenson Spelling Strips to your students. Copy
line 1 (the house model) of the spelling strip on the board.
Demonstrate the spelling of the word terrify for them as they work
along with you on their papers.

Teacher:

Listen to the whole word, tenify. Do you hear any
frosting in the word tenify?

Students:

Yes,

ifv.

We put

it in the last room.
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Teacher:

Do you hear any doily in the word teniff?

Students:

No.

Teacher:

What is the pattern in the word tenifu? Where
should we put it?

Students:

The pattern is

Teacher:

Does the pattern er need a guard letter?

Students:

Yes, there must be a guard letter because a
frosting/suffix won't join the pattern unless there is

er.

We put it in the middle room.

a guard letter.

Teacher:

That's right. In most words that have lfy added,
there must be a guard letter. Do you hear any
guard letter in the word terri{v?

Students:

No.

Teacher:

What do you have to do if you hear a pattern, but
you don't hear a guard letter?

Students:

We hear the er pattern but no guard letter, so we
have to call in the twin brother of letter 1.

Teacher:

That's right. We have to hang the twin brother I on
the wall between the middle and last rooms.

We can't hear a guard letter, but there has to
be one in this word.

Do you hear any beginning sound in the word

teni{v? (Yes, !.)

Hang the letter on the wall
between the first and middle rooms.

ter@

Now you can turn your papers over and write the
word terrify in the regular way and analyze it. Be
sure to check students' papers carefully.

er,
Adjust the above steps to guide your students as they spell the new
word testify. Be sure to ask students what guard letter they hear
and why it is not necessary to call in letter g's twin brother.
Dictate the words magnify, jUSIify, certify, and fortify for students

to spell. Guide them using the Seven Special Spelling

Steps.

When students are ready, give them a traditional spelling test.

Do not give students

word lisfs to write
several times each.
Continue to have
pupils build words
which reguires valu-

able thinking practice.
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Have students complete the corresponding pages in the
Readins/Activity Book. The Group Game is optional, but some
pupils enjoy it.

Part Three: Vocabulary Building
This segment gives suggestions for teaching the words classify,
maenifv and terri{y. The composing step can be done with all of
the words together once other steps have been completed.

Classify

Write the word classify on the board and have your students decode
it. Tell your students to get ready to make pictures in their minds.
Read or paraphrase the following.

Imagine that our school has just been given a
thousand books to start a library. Pretend that all
the books are in the back of the room, and that we
have many bookshelves here in the front of the
room. Imagine that we will now sort these books.
I want you to help me sort these books by putting
labels on the different shelves to hold different kinds
of books. Then imagine getting some novels and
putting them on one shelf, then getting some
biographies and putting them on the next shelf and
so on. What we are doing is classifying the books
into different groups.

Have students demonstrate classifying by sorting some books in
your classroom. Discuss with your pupils how different scientists
can classify plants, animals, chemicals or rocks. You can also
discuss how an automobile magazine can classify cars, etc.
Have your students chant with you at least three times: To classify
means to arrange things in groups.

lmaging

Demonstrating

Defining

Discuss with your students which barrel the word classify would go
into. What kind of word do they think classify is? Help students

Categorizing

understand that classify is a verb.

llustrating

Ask your class how they could illustrate the word classify (e.g., by
drawing a librarian sorting books or a botanist sorting plants, etc.)
If you have time to complete this activity, have students write the
definition under their illustrations.

Stick figures simplify
i I I u strati n g task fo r
students who have difficulty drawing.
the
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Magnify

Tell your students to get ready to make a picture in their minds
then read or paraphrase the following.

Imagine that you see a scientist working in a
laboratory. He puts a strand of hair to examine on
a glass slide, then places the slide under the lens
a microscope. What does he see? (The strand
hair gets bigger.)

lmaging

of
of

That's right, a microscope can magnify an object.
To magnify means to make something look larger.
Chant this definition with me three times: To
magnify means to make something look larger.

Defining

(Students chant.)

It may take some discussion when you categorize to help students
see that magnify is an action word or verb. You can discuss ways
that one could illustrate the word even
the activity.

Categorizing

if you do not have time for

Terrify

Tell students to get their minds ready to make pictures. Read or
paraphrase the following.

Imagine that you live next door to a zoo. One day
a big lion escapes from the zoo and wanders into the
backyard where you are playing. What do you feel
when the lion slowly backs you up against a fence
in your back yard?

You may have your pupils pantomime being terrified at seeing
big lion in their yards.

lmaging

a

Demonstrating

Explain to your students that tenify means to frighten. Have them
chant this definition at least three times with you. At an
appropriate time, you may have your students draw the lion

A^.!-.
Det'ntng

scenario. You can also have them draw the arriving zookeeper and
the assistants who will catch the lion so the imaginary child will no
longer be tenified.

ttlustrating
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The Composing Step

For the composing activity, print the following sentences on the
board for your students to copy and complete. The next lesson
expands the composing process slightly.

A telescope can magnify
The students classified
The teacher used the microscope to magnify
The lion terrified

You can classify things such

as

COMMENTARY

The spelling section in these lessons may seem like a long, difficult
way to learn to spell correctly. Explain to your class and their
parents that the exercise is much more than managing the spelling
of the words. The students are training themselves to use critical
thinking about how linguistic structures are put together to make
words. This process gives them tools to both spell accurately and
also to strengthen their reading skill.
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